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Acoustic and relaxation processes in supercooled orthoterphenyl by optical-heterodyne
transient grating experiment
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The dynamics of the fragile glass-forming orthoterphenyl have been investigated by transient grating ex-
periments with an heterodyne detection technique. We measured the relaxation processes of this glass former
over more than six decades in time with an excellent signal-to-noise ratio. Acoustic, structural, and thermal
relaxations have been clearly identified in a time-frequency window not covered by previous spectroscopic
studies and their characteristic dynamic parameters have been measured as a function of temperature and wave
vector. A detailed comparison with the density response function, calculated on the basis of generalized
hydrodynamic model, has been worked out.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Supercooled liquids and glasses have been the sub
during the last years, of an extensive theoretical and exp
mental study@1,2#. One of most important features of the
materials is the wide range of time scales over which rel
ations occurs. The relaxation times span over many dec
~up to 13 decades! when temperature is varied from the me
ing to glass transition temperature. Indeed, these relaxa
processes have a complex nature that, despite the rece
search efforts, remain unclear in many aspects. Among
ers, a fundamental issue is the interplay of different dyna
cal variables present in these materials, so that rotatio
dynamics and its coupling with the translational variables
under an intense experimental investigation@3–5#. Even
when a single dynamic variable~e.g., density! is studied,
many processes are involved in glass dynamics~for example,
the acoustic, structural, and thermal relaxations! and they are
usually characterized by different time scales. From the
perimental point of view, it is of fundamental importance
measure the investigated variables over the full temporal~or
frequency! range. This is hardly accomplished by the co
bination of several spectroscopic techniques~e.g., light-
scattering, photon correlation spectroscopy, etc.! since the
very wide time~or frequency! domain cannot be fully inves
tigated, and this often preserves a reliable analysis of
data.

The transient grating techniques~TG! give a unique ex-
perimental insight in to the dynamics of fluids and glas
materials@6#. Recently, this technique has been applied to
study of dynamics of supercooled liquids@7#. Using a con-
tinuous wave~CW! beam probe it has been possible to
vestigate a very wide temporal range, from nanosecond
milliseconds, in a single experiment. Indeed, this is a uniq
experimental access to glass dynamics.

In this paper, we present a study of relaxation dynamic
the fragile glass-former ortho-terphenyl~OTP! by optical
heterodyne detected transient grating~HD-TG! experiment.
1063-651X/2001/64~6!/061504~10!/$20.00 64 0615
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Acoustic, thermal, and structural relaxations are investiga
at different wave vectors and in a wide temperature ran
from above the melting down to the glass transition. T
HD-TG experiment produces data with an extremely h
signal-to-noise ratio and it allows us to detect and meas
very weak signals. We present a study of the density dyn
ics, and of its complex relaxation pattern, in a prototype
the fragile glass formers, OTP. Furthermore, we show so
features of the slow thermal relaxation that the standard
drodynamic model cannot explain properly.

The paper begins~Sec. II! with a brief description of the
transient grating experiment and in particular we underl
the improvements achieved by using an optical heterod
detection. In Sec. III, the theoretical background, needed
the data analysis and interpretation, is given. A detailed
scription of the OTP measurements is written in Sec. IV a
in Sec. V, we present all data and their analysis. Section V
devoted to discussions and conclusions.

II. HETERODYNE TRANSIENT GRATING EXPERIMENT

In a transient grating~TG! experiment, two high-power
laser pulses, obtained by dividing a single pulsed laser be
interfere inside the sample and they produce a spatially
riodic variation of the index of refraction@6,8#. A second
laser beam, typically of a different wavelength, is acting a
probe. It impinges on the induced grating at the Bragg an
and it produces a diffracted beam, spatially separated by
pump pulses and probe beam itself, see Fig. 1. This
fracted beam is the signal measured in a TG experiments
it yields the dynamic information from the relaxing TG. Th
spatial modulation of the grating defines a wave-vectorq

q5

4p sinS ue

2 D
le

, ~1!

wherele andue are the wavelength and the incidence an
of the excitation laser pulses. When, as usual, the homod
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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FIG. 1. Optical setup and lase
system for HD-TG experiment
with optical heterodyne detection
M: mirror; CL#: cylindrical lens;
DM: dicroic mirror; DOE: diffrac-
tive optic element; AL#: achro-
matic lens; APD: avalanche pho
todiode.
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ion,
scheme is used to detect the diffracted beam, the diffrac
efficiency is proportional to the square of the refraction ind
variation, so that small variations produce even smaller
nals. A considerable improvement may be obtained by us
an optical heterodyne detection~HD!. In a HD-TG experi-
ment, the measured signal is

S~q,t !}^uEd~q,t !u2&1^uEl u2&12^uEd~q,t !u&^uEl u&cosDw,
~2!

whereEd is the electric field diffracted by the TG,El is the
local beating field, andDw is the phase difference betwee
theEd andEl , ~see Fig. 1!. ^•& represent the time averagin
over the optical period. The three terms in the right-hand s
~r.h.s.! of Eq. 2, are the homodyne (^uEdu2&), the local field
(^uEl u2&), and the heterodyne contributions (2^uEd(q,t)u&
3^uEl u&cosDw). If the local field has a constant and hig
intensity~higher than the diffracted one!, the homodyne con-
tribution becomes negligible and the time variation of t
signal is dominated by the heterodyne term. Indeed, this
term may be experimentally isolated subtracting two sign
characterized by different phases. Recording a first sig
S1 , with Dw152np and then a second one,S2 , with
Dw25(2n11)p (n integer!, it is evident that

SHD~q,t !5@S12S2#}^uEd~q,t !u&^uEl u&. ~3!

There are two major advantages in using the heterodyne
stead of the homodyne detection. First, it improves subs
tially the signal-to-noise ratio in the all-time window, bo
because of the signal increment and because of the disch
of all the spurious signals that are not phase sensitive. S
ond, it enhances enormously the sensitivity since the
corded signal is directly proportional tôuEdu& instead of
being proportional to its square. In the study of materi
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with a weak-scattering efficiency and complex respons
these features turn out to be of basic importance. Furt
more, the HD allows us to measure the very long-time rel
ation times, where the TG signals become very weak for
materials. Nevertheless, the effective realization of such
tection is quite difficult at optical frequencies. Indeed, to g
an interferometric phase stability between the diffracted a
the local field is not a simple experimental task, and so, o
a few HD-TG experiments have been realized up to now@6#.
Recently, the introduction of phase gratings in the opti
setup of TG experiments has reduced considerably the d
culties of using a heterodyne detection@9,10#. The details of
this new setup will be described in Sec. IV A.

Formally, in the limit of linear response theory, the ave
age diffracted field is proportional to the material respon
function convoluted with the excitation force produced
the laser excitation@8#. Assuming the impulsive limit in time
~i.e., the excitation time much shorter than the observa
characteristic times! and in wave vector~i.e., the excitation
spot size much larger than the material wavelength scale! we
have

SHD~q,t !}^uEd~q,t !u&}R~q,t !. ~4!

The response function,R(q,t), describes how the exciting
pulses are effective in producing a TG, i.e., a periodic va
tion of the optical properties out of equilibrium, and how th
variation is relaxing toward equilibrium. If the duration o
exciting pulses has to be taken into account, i.e., if so
characteristic times in the response cannot be consid
long enough with respect to the pulse duration, the total
sponse has to be calculated from the appropriate convolu

The response function has a tensorial natureRi jkl where
the different components are selected through the excitat
4-2
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ACOUSTIC AND RELAXATION PROCESSES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 061504
probing, and detection directions of polarizations. In t
present experiment, all these polarizations are taken vert
i.e., normal to the scattering plane,~see Sec. IV A for details!
and then we are dealing with a single tensorial componen
the response function,RVVVV.

The interaction of the excitation laser field with the m
terial is responsible for generating the TG and it defines
appropriate response function. Depending on the natur
this interaction, the excitation laser pulses may produc
modulation in the real part of the refraction index~i.e., a
birefringence and/or a phase grating!, and/or a modulation in
the imaginary part of it~i.e., a dichroic and/or absorptio
grating!. Which grating is excited and how its dynamics r
flects the material properties is a complex problem that m
be solved only under certain conditions and approximatio

As well as other molecules of glass-forming materials
vestigated by TG@7#, our OTP molecule has no electron
absorption band at the pump and probe wavelengths. H
ever, the strong near-infrared pulses are absorbed weak
overtones and/or combinations of vibrational bands. Ty
cally, these vibrational excitations thermalize in a few pic
seconds. According to Yang and Nelson and Paolucci
Nelson@7#, the induced TG may be described approximat
as a pure phase grating generated by two different me
nisms of laser-matter interaction: a temperature grating p
duced by the field-induced heating and a pressure elec
trictive grating due to the field gradient. In this approach,
birefringence effects are taken into account, such as a m
fication of the molecular polarizability orientations due to t
field effect ~optical Kerr effect! or to a molecular alignmen
induced by the roto-translation coupling. Indeed, the b
frengence effects should be weak in materials compose
molecules of nearly isotropic shape and without strong
isotropic interactions. For these materials, the total respo
should be considered mainly driven by the density. In
case of OTP, under the present investigation, we verified
perimentally this hypothesis measuring theSHHVV signal
~with the probe and detection polarizations,HH, perpendicu-
lar to the excitation one,VV) and comparing that with the
SVVVV signal: no meaningful difference has been detected
any temperature. So, in OTP, no relevant birefringence
fects are present and the response function is characte
by the density dynamics. Vice versa, a strong difference
been detected in other glass formers,~e.g.,m toluidine and
salol!, showing that the response function of glass form
made of anisotropic molecules must include birefringen
and roto-translational coupling effects@4#.

The measured response function is proportional to thq
component of the induced density variations and it may
described, according to a simple physical model, throu
three different contributions. Two of them are the respons
the heating effect and one to the electrostriction effect.~i!
The first contribution is substantially a ‘‘fast-liquid’’ re
sponse to the sudden heating in the sample: the temper
grating launches a sound wave of frequencyvA5cAq that is
damped with an acoustic time constanttA and then the loca
temperature relaxes due to the thermal diffusivity with a ti
constanttH . Therefore, this contribution may be written a
rq

(h,s)}@12exp(2t/tA)cos(vA t)#exp(2t/tH). ~ii ! The second
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contribution is a ‘‘viscous-liquid’’ response to the heat flu
This is characterized by a slow density variation that gro
up with a time constanttR and vanishes again with the the
mal diffusivity constant, so the corresponding density var
tion is rq

(h,r )}@12exp(2t/tR)#exp(2t/tH). ~iii ! The sudden
variation of the density momentum, due to the electrost
tion effects, again launches a sound wave of the same
quencyvA5cAq around the normal density that is damp
always with the same acoustic time constant, so the last c
tribution is rq

(e)}exp(2t/tA)sin(vAt).
Intuitively, the sum of these contributions will be the me

sured signal. Obviously, there are interactions among th
contributions when the time constants have similar valu
Further, the viscous-liquid response in a supercooled liqui
characterized by a distribution of relaxation times and it c
not be described by a single relaxation. Nevertheless,
very simple and intuitive model contains already many of
physical information present in the density response. In
next section, we will summarize a formal derivation of th
density response function from the hydrodynamic equati
and the important relations among the parameters we h
introduced.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The generalized hydrodynamics equations have been
to describe the frequency resolved light-scattering exp
ments@11#. These equations express the conservation la
present in the dynamics of the fluid: the conservation
mass, momentum, and energy. The continuity, Navier-Sto
and energy equations, when we neglect the rotational effe
we use the linearized form~small fluctuation out of equilib-
rium! and we apply the Fourier-Laplace transform~FLT!, are
@12#

sdr̃q~s!1 iqJ̃qi~s!5drq~0!,

@s1fL~s!q2# J̃qi~s!1 i ~qco
2/g!@dr̃q~s!1arodT̃q~s!#

5Jqi~0!,

~s1gxq2!rodT̃q~s!1 i @q~g21!/a# J̃qi~s!drq~s!

1 iqJqi~s!5rodTq~0!,

whered x̃q(s) stands for the FLT of the fluctuating quantit
dx(r ,t), i.e.,

d x̃q~s!5E
0

`

dt exp~2st!dxq~ t !

5E
0

`

dt exp~2st!E
2`

1`

d3r exp~ iq•r !dx~r ,t !,

and ro is the equilibrium mass density,Jqi the component
parallel toq of the mass current density,dTq the fluctuating
temperature,co the adiabatic zero-frequency sound veloci
g5Cp /Cv the ratio of the specific heats,a5
4-3
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R. TORRE, A. TASCHIN, AND M. SAMPOLI PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 061504
2(]r/]T)p /r the coefficient of thermal expansion,x
5k(roCp)21 the thermal diffusivity, androfL the longitu-
dinal kinematic viscosity.

Following Yang and Nelson, Paolucci and Nelson, a
Yang and Nelson@7,13#, we can solve formally the previou
equations with the starting conditionsdrq(0)50, Jqi(0)
5 i q F, and rodTq(0)5Q/Cv and we obtain that the HD
signal may be written, in Nelson’s notation, as

SHD~q,t !}Rr~q,t !52FGrr~q,t !1QGrT~q,t !, ~5!

whereGrr(q,t) is the response to the electrostriction~also
called impulsive stimulated brillouin scattering, ISBS!, and
GrT(q,t) to the absorption~also called impulsive stimulate
thermal scattering, ISTS! @6,7#. F and Q are two constants
that define, respectively, the magnitude of the electrostric
and heating effects in the limit of infinitely short pump-las
pulses.

In order to calculate the density response function fr
the hydrodynamic equations, we have to know all the co
ficients, and in particular, the time~or frequency! depen-
dence of the kinematic viscosityfL . Only for particularfL ,
is it possible to obtain analytical expressions forGrr(q,t)
andGrT(q,t). One of them is the kinematic viscosity intro
duced by the Debye model of a viscous fluid@12#. Here,fL
~or memory function for the elastic modulus! is approxi-
mated by the sum of two terms:fL(q,t)5vLd(t)1(c`

2

2c0
2)exp(2t/tR). If we use this expression forfL and we

suppose all the characteristic relaxation times are well se
rated from each other~i.e., the period of the acoustic wav
its damping time constant, the structural relaxation time,
the thermal diffusion time constant! the hydrodynamic equa
tions give the following response functions@7,13,14#:

GrT~q,t !.A@e2GH t2e2GA tcos~vAt !#1B@e2GH t2e2t/tR8 #,
~6!

Grr~q,t !.C@e2GA tsin~vAt !#, ~7!

where,GH is the thermal damping rate (GH51/tH5xq2),
tR8 the effective structural relaxation time@tR85(cA /c0)2tR

beingcA the sound velocity#, vA andGA51/tA are the fre-
quency and damping of acoustic longitudinal phonon,A, B,
and C are constants dependent on sample and experime
setup. These response functions allow us to extract m
information and to make expectations on the general beh
ior of the various parameters versusq and temperature. In
particular, they predict a maximum on the acoustic damp
both versusq andT, and a gradual shift of the sound veloci
from c0 to c` , lowering the temperature or increasingq. In
fact, the following expressions hold@13#:

vA5cAq5@c0
AD1AD21~c0qtR!22#q;

D5@c`
2 /c0

22~c0qtR!22#/2, ~8!

GA

q2
5

1

2 H @vL1x~g2c0
2/c`

2 !#1
c`

2 2c0
2

11vA
2tR

2J . ~9!
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Further, when the conditionvA@GA@tR
21@GH plus

some other minor approximations are valid, the Deb
Waller factor or nonergodicity parameterf q→0(T) may be
obtained fromA andB coefficients, see Eq. 6, according
the following expression@13#:

f q→0~T!512
c0

2

c`
2

5
B

A1B
. ~10!

However, the Debye model has some severe limitatio
The structural relaxation close to the critical temperat
cannot be reproduced by a single relaxation time but b
distribution of them; as it has been pointed out in ma
experimental works. As a consequence, more complex
pressions for the kinematic viscosity have to be used, e.g.
a multiexponential distribution of relaxation times or by
stretched exponential approach@1#. When all the relaxation
times of the actual distribution are separated from the ot
characteristic times, the kinematic viscosity affects only
second part of Eq. 6 and a complex relaxation may be
directly in the response as a stretched exponential, i.e
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts function@13#

GrT~q,t !.A@e2GH t2e2GA tcos~vAt !#

1B@e2GH t2e2(t/tS)b
#, ~11!

where the ‘‘relaxation-time’’tS and the stretching factorb
are fitting parameters for the relaxation-time distributio
This approximation has the advantage to keep an easy
readable form for the response function but it prevents
account for possible interactions among the different rel
ing mechanisms. To comparetS with the relaxation times
derived by other relaxation function~such as, for example
the Cole-Davidson function typically used in the analysis
the frequency domain data!, the mean of the time distribution
is calculated aŝtS&5b21G(b21)tS .

We want to remark that the presence of a stretched ex
nential in theGrT(q,t) may not be consideredper sea way
to introduce the mode-coupling theory in the hydrodynam
response@15#.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Laser system and optical setup

The lasers and the optical setup used to realize
HD-TG experiment are reported in Fig. 1. The pump infrar
pulses at 1064 nm wavelength, are produced by a mo
locked Nd-YAG laser~Antares-Coherent! and then they are
amplified by a regenerative Nd-YAG cavity (R3800-Spectra
Physics! to reach 1 mJ at 1 kHZ of repetition rate with 10
ps of duration. The probing beam, at 532 nm wavelength
produced by a diode-pumped intracavity-doubled Nd-YV
~Verdi-Coherent!; this is a CW single-mode laser characte
ized by an excellent intensity stability with low and fla
noise-intensity spectrum. The beam intensities and polar
tions are controlled by two couples of half-wave plate a
polarizer.
4-4
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ACOUSTIC AND RELAXATION PROCESSES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 061504
The optical setup, shown in Fig. 1, uses a phase gratin
a diffractive optical element~DOE!: controlling the depth of
the grooves and their spacing, it is possible to obtain v
high-diffraction efficiency, better than 80% on the first tw
orders. Since we have to diffract both 1064 and 532 nm
compromise must be used. The chosen DOE~made by Ed-
inburgh Microoptics! gives on a single beam at first order
12% diffraction efficiency for the 532 nm and 38% for th
1064 nm. Different spacings may be used to change thq
vector. With the aid of a dichroic mirror~DM!, the excitation
and probing beams are sent collinearly on the DOE that p
duces the two excitation pulses (Eex), the probing (Epr), and
the reference beam (El). These beams are collected by a fi
achromatic lens~AL1!, cleaned by a spatial mask to bloc
other diffracted orders and then recombined and focused
second lens~AL2! on the sample. The local laser field is al
attenuated by a neutral density filter and adjusted in ph
passing through a couple of quartz slabs properly etched.
excitation grating produced on the sample is the mirror
age of the enlightened DOE phase pattern. If AL1 and A
have the same focal length, the excitation grating has half
spacing of DOE@9#. This type of setup automatically give
the Bragg condition on all the beams and it produces a v
stable phase locking between the probing and refere
beam, a crucial parameter to realize a heterodyne detec
To properly test the acoustic damping@7#, the excitation
beam is focalized by a cylindrical lens~CL2! on the DOE
and so the produced grating on the sample is extended in
q direction ~about 5 mm!; vice versa, the probing beam
focalized in a circular spot~0.5 mm! on the sample, through
the two lens CL1 and CL2. We reduced the laser energy
the sample to the possible lowest level to avoid undesira
thermal effects, and the CW beams have been gated
window of about 1 ms every 10 ms by using a mechan
chopper synchronized with the excitation pulses. The m
exciting energy was 7 mW (35mJ per pulse at 100 Hz! and
the probing energy was 6 mW. The reference beam inten
is very low and it is experimentally adjusted, using a varia
neutral filter, to be about 100 times the intensity of the d
fracted signal. With these intensities, the experiment
deeply inside the linear-response regime and no depend
of HD-TG signal shape on the intensities of the beams can
detected. The HD-TG signal, after it has been optically
tered, is measured by the a fast avalanche photodiode~APD!
with a bandwidth of 1 GHz~Hamamatsu!, amplified, and
recorded by a digital oscilloscope with 1 GHz-4 G
~LeCroy!.

The OTP, from Fluka~99%!, has been purified by re
peated crystallization in methanol and dried under vacu
The sample is kept in an aluminum cell with a teflon coat
and it shows a stable supercooled phase. The cell temp
ture is controlled by a cryostat system~helium closed circle,
Cryogenics! with a platinum resistance dipped in the samp

B. Data collection and handling

The OTP measured signal spans over many decade
time, typically up to about 1 ms, so we recorded the data
a pseudologarithmic time scale. We use a fast time wind
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(021ms range with a 250 ps time step!, an intermediate
(0220 ms range with a 10 ns time step!, and a long one
(021 ms range with a 200 ns time step! and then the mea
surements are merged in a single data file, without any pr
lems of overlapping. Each data is an average of 5000 rec
ing ~corresponding to about one minute of acquisition tim!
and this is enough to produce an excellent signal-to-no
ratio. In order to get rid of the homodyne and other spurio
signals, we recorded two measurements at different phas
the local field, the first signalS1 , with Dw152np and a
second oneS2 , with Dw252(n11)p @see Eq. 2# and then
we subtractedS2 from S1 to extract the pure HD signal
SHD @see Eq. 3#. From Fig. 2, where we have reported tw
typical S1 andS2 signals and the extractedSHD , it is clear
how this procedure increases substantially the quality
data.

We measured the relaxation processes of OTP as a f
tion of temperature for three differentq values:q50.338,
0.630, 1.000m m21. The wave vectors are evaluated by t
geometry of the experiment and are affected by 0.8, 0.6,
0.4 % error, respectively. For each wave vector, we take d
as a function of temperature in a range, 2432373 K, that
largely covers the liquid and supercooled region aroundTc
;290, beingTg5244 K and Tm5329 K. In Fig. 3, we
show in linear-log scale some representative HD-TG data
glass-forming OTP. This figure shows clearly how the de
sity dynamics of OTP is characterized by three main dyna
cal processes: an acoustic phonon, a structural relaxation
appears as a rise in the signal, and by the final thermal
laxation. The damping of acoustic phonon and the structu
processes are strongly temperature dependent. There
temperature range where these ‘‘modes’’~acoustic phonon,

FIG. 2. Typical HD-TG raw data corresponding to phase diff
ence between signal and local reference ofDw50° and Dw
5180° ~above!; pure HD-TG signal~below! is obtained by sub-
stracting the two previous signals. The subtraction permits to
prove substantially the signal/noise ratio, to remove the homod
and all spurious contributions that are phase independent.
4-5
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FIG. 3. HD-TG data on OTP
for two wave vectors,q50.338,
and q51 mm21, at several tem-
peratures. The data, at all temper
tures, show damped acoustic o
cillations at short times and
thermal diffusion at long times.
Decreasing of temperature of th
structural relaxation mode, typica
of complex liquids, appears at firs
as a strong acoustic dampin
(vAtS;1 condition! and later as
gradual rise of TG signal.
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ave
structural, and thermal relaxation! are characterized by sepa
rated time scales. Some physical quantities, such as
sound velocity, may be directly obtained from HD-TG, da
but a complete analysis of them requires a fitting proced

We tested the response function defined in Eqs.~7!, ~11!
performing a nonlinear least-square fit on our OTP data.
fitting includes a convolution with the instrumental respon
~APD, amplifier, and oscilloscope!; this convolution proce-
dure is particularly important at short times of the sign
where the acoustic oscillations take place. We found this
sponse function able to reproduce our HD-TG data o
large-time windows but not on the whole measured ti
scale, See Fig. 4. Indeed, the very fast time scale
22 ns) is fairly reproduced, even if an extreme care h
been taken to include all the possible signal contributio
e.g., the instantaneous signal due to the molecular hype
larizzability. Actually, it is not surprising that an hydrody
namics approach is not appropriate on a fast-time scale s
it does not take into account any molecular proprieti
Again, as we will discuss later in detailed see Sec. V,
found that in the long time scale (0.121 ms) and in the
intermediate temperature range, this response function is
able to reproduce completely our data. In fact, they sho
relaxation pattern that may never be explained by the u
response function, see Fig. 9. From our fit on OTP, it is cl
the presence of both the excitation mechanisms: the elec
trictive effects ~ISBS contribution! and the thermal effects
~ISTS!. We may estimate about 60% of ISBS against 40%
ISTS for q50.338 mm21 and this ratio increases when th
value of the wave vector increases. Nevertheless, the
contributions may be safely disentangled from the fi
thanks to the linear access to the response function. To ev
ate the errors for such complex data and fitting function
not a trivial task, we used an ‘‘a posteriori’’ procedure. We
repeated the experiment, getting for each temperature
wave vector several HD-TG signals, then we fit all the s
nals producing a distribution of parameters.
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V. RESULTS

We used the previously defined response function@see
Eqs.~5!, ~7!, ~11!# to extract the information about OTP dy
namics from HD-TG data. The fitting parameters are:
acoustic frequency and damping rate (vA andGA), the struc-
tural relaxation time and stretching parameter (tS and b),
the thermal relaxation-time (tH), and the amplitude con
stants (A, B, andC). In Fig. 5 we report the sound velocity
cA5vA /q, and the damping rateGA , see also Table I. Thes
two parameters are extracted with very small uncertaint
less then 1%, for all the investigated temperatures and w

FIG. 4. HD-TG data~solid lines!, fits ~dotted lines! and residues
x3 ~lower lines! for OTP, at the two temperatures,T5288 K and
T5267 K at wave-vectorq50.338 mm21.
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ACOUSTIC AND RELAXATION PROCESSES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 061504
vectors. The sound velocity, see Fig. 5~a!, shows the typical
temperature dependence of viscoelastic liquids. The velo
increases lowering the temperature and shifts from
linear-dependence regimes, at high temperatures, the vel
almost corresponds to the adiabatic sound velocityc0, while
at low temperatures, it corresponds to the solidlike or ‘‘in
nite’’ frequency sound velocityc` . In the transition region,
starting from few tens of degrees aboveTc , there is a rapid
increase ofcA toward c` . At higher wave vector, the shif
between the two regime appears at higher temperature.
behavior reflects the rapid variation of the structural rel
ation time with the temperature. In fact, at high temperatu
the structural relaxation times are shorter than the pho
oscillation period,tS!(vA)21, therefore, the acoustic pho
non is weakly coupled with the structural processes an
shows a soft damping. Again, at low temperatures, whentS
@(vA)21, the two processes are decoupled yielding aga
soft damping of the sound waves. Vice versa, whentSvA
;1, the structural and acoustic phenomena have the m
mum coupling and this produces a maximum in the damp
rate, see Fig. 5~b!. In the hypothesis of a single relaxatio
time, we can extract its value from the damping maximu
i.e., tS;(vA)21. We found: tS;0.6 nsec for q
51 mm21, tS;0.9 nsec for q50.63 mm21 and tS
;1.6 nsec forq50.338 mm21.

When the temperature is aroundTc , the structural relax-
ation process is appearing in the HD-TG pattern as a bu
after the vanishing of the acoustic oscillations, see Fig. 3

FIG. 5. Sound velocitiescA ~a! and acoustic damping ratesGA

~b! versus temperature from fits of HD-TG data at the investiga
wave vectors. At eachq value, the sound dispersion and dampi
rate reach the maximum at the temperature for whichvAtS;1.
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this case, the structural times may be easily extracted f
the fitting procedure with confidence. Indeed, it has be
possible to get reliable structural parameterstS andb only in
a q-dependent restricted range of temperature, namely, in
range T52792297 K for q51 mm21, T52772293 K
for q50.63 mm21, and T52722287 K for q
50.338 mm21. This fact reflects the limitation of the fitting
formulas,@Eqs.~7!, ~11!#, since they fully apply only when a
time scale separation exists among the various characte
times, as already pointed out. Nevertheless, the safely
tracted structural parameters are covering a key tempera
range for OTP around the its critical temperature. The O
structural parameters are reported in Fig. 6. They are co
ing three decades in time that were not previously inve
gated, from about 10 nsec up to 20msec, and they are in
deed quite difficult to be reached by other techniques, bot
(q,t) and (q,v) space. Within the uncertainties, resultin
essentially from the fitting procedure, the structural rela
ation times do not show anyq dependence and in the stretc
ing parameter, we cannot recognize any temperature de
dent, too. We want to remark that the stretching paramete
really affected by large uncertainties, see Fig. 6~b!. Unfortu-
nately, also another relevant quantity, i.e., the nonergodi
parameterf q→0, which can be estimated from Eq.~10!, is
affected by large uncertainties. Within them, thef q→0 pa-
rameter of OTP from our HD-TG data does not show t
cusplike behavior predicted by the mode-coupling the
@15#, as is evident from Fig. 7. On the other hand, the beh
ior of the nonergodicity parameter has been measured
neutron scattering for different high values of wave vec

FIG. 6. Structural relaxation timestS and stretching paramete
b versus temperature at the three wave vectors analyzed.d
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TABLE I. Sound frequencies and damping rates with their relative errors for the analyzedq values in the
range 243 – 374 K. To avoid an overcrowded table, we report only some temperatures.

q50.338 mm21 q50.630 mm21 q51.00 mm21

T vA GA vA GA vA GA DvA /vA DGA /GA

~K! ~GHz! ~MHz! ~GHz! ~MHz! ~GHz! ~MHz!

243.2 1.572 3.30 00.1% 01%
244 0.8348 2.94 ’’ ’’
253.2 1.525 3.81 2.423 6.47 ’’ ’’
254 0.8094 3.02 ’’ ’’
263.2 1.474 6.90 2.343 8.57 ’’ ’’
264 0.7821 3.52 ’’ ’’
270 0.7629 4.53 ’’ ’’
271.2 1.424 8.90 2.273 12.7 ’’ ’’
279.2 0.7275 10.1 1.381 15.2 2.195 22.3 ’’ ’’
287.2 0.693 22.1 1.319 35 2.10 45 00.5% 05%
295.2 0.642 44 1.240 68 2.00 86 ’’ ’’
303.2 1.139 93 1.868 142 ’’ ’’
304 0.577 50 ’’ ’’
313.2 1.025 86 1.674 156 ’’ ’’
314 0.52283 30 ’’ ’’
323.2 0.948 41 1.539 95 00.1% 01%
324 0.4977 11.9 ’’ ’’
333.2 0.913 20.8 1.462 52.7 ’’ ’’
334 0.4837 5.96 ’’ ’’
343.2 0.888 12.8 1.415 31.5 ’’ ’’
344 0.4715 3.87 ’’ ’’
353.2 0.866 9.37 1.377 21.8 ’’ ’’
354 0.4600 2.93 ’’ ’’
363.2 0.8441 7.34 1.342 15.8 ’’ ’’
364 0.4485 2.47 ’’ ’’
373.2 0.8236 6.38 1.309 12.8 ’’ ’’
374 0.4375 2.23 ’’ ’’
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and according to an extrapolation of its slope in the limitq
→0, the cusplike shape seems to be hardly visible@16#.

The fitting parametertH , the thermal relaxation time, de
fines the final decay of the HD-TG signal and it is safe
extracted when the conditiontH@tS is verified. SincetH
;100 msec and it is typically not strongly temperature d
pendent untilTg @7#, it should be safely extracted in th
range from 373 K down to 270 K. In Fig. 8, we report th
thermal diffusivity, x5(tHq2)215k(roCp)21, resulting
from the investigated three wave vectors in the whole te
perature range. In the high-temperature range,x shows the
expected smooth variation and the independence ofq. Ap-
proaching the critical temperature, a strong deviation
showing up: starting from about 275 K atq50.338 mm21

~and from temperatures even higher at higherq) an anoma-
lous strong decrease in the thermal diffusivity is comi
from our fit. The decrease is so strong that the longer de
is clearly visible in a semilogarithmic plot of the data, s
Fig. 9. This effect could be an interaction between the str
tural and thermal relaxation-timestS andtH , that are getting
closer decreasing the temperature. However when the
mal diffusivity starts deviating, the structural and therm
relaxation times seem to be too far each other, e.g., aq
06150
-

-

s

ay

-

er-
l

50.338 mm21 the deviation start at aboutT5275 K,
wheretS515 ms andtH5115 ms. Nevertheless, we mus
remember thattS is a relaxation-time representative of
large distribution of times.

Further, in the region of the thermal diffusivity dip, th
HD-TG data show a second very slow decay: indeed, i
clear from Fig. 9, that the slow relaxation atT5283 and 253
K are characterized by a single exponential relaxation,
thermal decay, and vice versa at 267 K some other relaxa
is appearing. It is fairly obvious that the used response fu
tion @Eqs. ~7!, ~11!# is not able at all to reproduce thes
features. As regards the subsequent large increase of the
mal diffusivity at low temperature where the structural rela
ation times are found even longer than the thermal rel
ation, the experiments of specific heat spectroscopy on g
formers @17# suggest that this increase may be due toCp
variations, approaching the solidlike or high-frequen
response.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present analysis of the HD-TG data of glass-form
OTP, around its critical temperature, in terms of density h
4-8
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drodynamics response shows some clear results but it
opens some problems in the data interpretation. To ge
further understanding, we compare our parameters with
other literature data. In Fig. 10, we report our sound velo
ties together with the data from Brilluoin light scatterin
~LS! @18# and ultrasound experiments@19#. Here, the agree
ment is very nice. As we expected, there is a clear disper
effect in q, as the LS data are taken at much higher wa
vectors, and the extreme valuesc0 andc` are approached a
high and low temperatures, respectively. It is evident that
HD-TG experiment is able to measure the sound velocity
wave vectors in an otherwise difficult range, too low for L
techniques but too high for ultrasound experiments. In fa
in our experiment,vA ranges from 0.4 to 2 GHz withGA
;22160 MHz.

Our structural relaxation times are compared with
light scattering~LS! @20,21#, photon correlation~PC! @20,22#
and time-resolved optical Kerr effect~OKE! data @23#. All
these data are extracted from experiments performed
depolarized light geometry and so the influence of the ori
tational dynamics can be non negligible. Nevertheless,

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the Debye-Waller fa
f q→0(T) in OTP, obtained by fits, at all wave vectors. There is
evidence of a mode-coupling theory~MCT! cusp in the analyzed
temperature range.

FIG. 8. Thermal diffusivity versus temperature. For every inv
tigatedq value, the extracted thermal diffusivity show, at low tem
peratures, a peculiar behavior not in agreement with the temper
dependence of the thermodynamic thermal diffusivity.
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FIG. 9. HD-TG data~solid curves! and fits ~dotted curves!, at
wave-vectorq50.338 mm21 at some temperatures, are plotted
log-lin scale to show the complex decay at long times. In the in
mediate temperatures range, where the thermal diffusivity~Fig. 8!
shows the anomalous dip, the used fitting function~11!, is not able
to reproduce the decay at long times.

FIG. 10. OTP sound velocities from HD-TG data, LS data@18#,
and ultrasonic measurements@19#.

FIG. 11. OTP structural relaxation times from HD-TG data, L
@20,21#, PC @20,22#, and OKE data@23#.
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OTP data, spanning from 1028 up to 1025 sec, nicely cover
the gap present between LS, OKE, and PC measurem
and they follow the same course, as we can see in Fig.
This good agreement has some implication in OTP dyna
ics, suggesting that the orientational and translational
namics, have substantially the same temperature depend
in the investigated temperature range, with very similar
laxation times.

The cusplike behavior of the Debye-Waller factor, e
pected in the frame of mode-coupling theory for a frag
glass such as OTP, is not recognizable.

We would like to stress that the slow thermal decay,
relatively low temperature, did not show a simple single e
ponential decay and it cannot be properly characterized
the simple hydrodynamics model used in this paper. We h
found this behavior common to other several glass form
glycerol,m-toluidine, salol@24#. In our opinion, the apparen
modification of the thermal diffusivity has to be addressed
effects of the structural dynamics on the thermalization p
y

n,
.
,

.
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cess. In other words, the heat flux, produced by the w
absorption of the pump-laser pulses, modifies the kinetic
ergy of the different degree of freedom and not all of the
thermalize in a very short-time scale. Furthermore, part
the roto-translational energy thermalizes through collect
rearragements that acts on the structural time scale. This
of process is also responsible for the frequency depende
of the specific heat. A more suitable hydrodynamic treatm
for the heat transport should be able to take into account
complex relaxation patterns found in the present experim
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